“Custom Leather Workroom”
Where the elegance of the west is at your fingertips.
Specializing In: Deer Skin Window Treatments, Leather Bedding,
Pillows and much, much more!


Introduction

INDIAN CREEK LEATHER STUDIOS is a custom
design work room specializing in leather window
treatments and accessories. We have both retail
and wholesale pricing. Indian Creek was a
Custom Design Workroom long before we made
leather window treatments.
In the 80's, we opened as a normal workroom,
dealing in decorator fabrics and trims and we
continue to work with fabrics to this day, we
have simply applied our knowledge of windows
and accessories and substituted leather for
fabric. It is because of this knowledge and years
of experience that we are able to turn out custom
window treatments in every style and function.
Every window treatment, comforter, bed skirt,
ect is created with your measurements and is
hand made by professionals that have worked in
the interiors industry for 20 years or more.
We are a member of the Window Coverings
Association of America, which works very closely
with the American Society of Interior Designers
and we guarantee each and every item that
you purchase from Indian Creek to be made
following the guidelines of a certified workroom.
A very large percentage of our work is done for
designers across the United States. We come
highly recommended and will gladly supply
references if needed.
Indian Creek is the creator of the leather swag,
the prairie swag, the leather roman and mock
roman, not to mention many one of a kind
custom designs done for people just like you
and we will continue to create new and beautiful
window treatments as long as you the customer
continue to purchase them!



DISCLAIMER:
It is important to all who order our products, be it window
treatments, bedding, pillows, or whatever the case may be, that
most everything we make is deer skin and there is no such thing as a
deer skin without holes and/or other imperfections. We buy nothing
but #1 skins, but even so, there are natural markings and holes. The
holes are usually where they get shot and the scratches are from
insects and rubbing in the wild. We patch every visible hole unless
otherwise specified. To most people, these markings enhance the
beauty of each piece. However, some people don't agree. And for
those people, please know ahead of time that Indian Creek will not
accept any returns on custom orders because of color variance or
imperfections in the hides.

Indian Creek is located in a loft just one
block West of the downtown light in Shamrock
Texas. We have a 5000 square foot workroom
/ showroom displaying many different window
treatments, bedding, pillows, and more. If you
are ever in the area, please stop by and see us.
You can also visit us in Dallas Texas at the World
Trade Center on the 9th floor in the Hemisphere
Accent Gallery.

Deer Skin bedding

Leather bedding has to be the most unique look in Western
bedroom décor. In our price list you will find a list of things
you can add to any item, and any of these would work here
as well. There are simply infinite ways you could design your
bedding. Pictured here we have used tobacco and saddle
together with buck stitching, shams and pillows to match.
Bedspreads and bed skirts are also available. The bed skirts
can be pleated and inside the pleats may be normal or a
contrasting color. Concho’s, fringe, tassles, ect. Use your
imagination or let us use ours!

The LeatherArch
Get the effects of an architectural
change without hiring a builder.
This leather arch was placed over
a square window, softening and
adding curve to a very “line”
dominated kitchen. Once again,
there are many ways to design your
arch. These treatments require a
template and exact measurements.
They come mounted to an arched
board created from your template
and the projection is approximately
3” unless otherwise specified. Call
us with your ideas or ask for ours!



Leather Panels on Rings

What an extraordinary way to decorate your window! These panels can fit any size window, be
short or reach the floor. They are functionable as well as beautiful. They are available with the Native
American Beadwork and can be lined or unlined. The finished width is figured at 1.5 x the width of
your window. The pricing is figured by the square foot.

Leather Swag and Jabot
Board Mount

The difference between this swag and
the rod mounted swag is there is
no “Top Drop” and the swag comes
mounted on a board which comes
attached with angle brackets that screw
directly into the wall. This particular
treatment can be done as an inside
or outside mount. It uses the same
amount of hides as the rod mounted
swag. You can dress the swags up or
have them plain. For instance, the
crème colored swag pictured here is
36” wide and has been dressed with
twisted fringe jabots and 36” twisted
fringe tassels. The swag also has the
nail heads and twisted fringe. This
treatment sells for $919, the same size
treatment with no dressing is $500.
(Prices vary upon size- however the
price would not change much up to a
60” width, over that would require two
or more swags and the price for each
is $250.00)



The Leather Swag & Jabots
Rod Mount
Our most popular window treatment. The swag
is an elegant addition to your western decoration.
It is versatile in size, easy to install, and reasonable
in price.
Each swag covers up to 60” and consists of
two deer hides. The top drop can be as small
as 6” up to just about whatever you wish. The
bottom drop can be from 16” up to around 32”.
The larger the top drop is the longer the bottom
will be. The jabots will average up to 48” in
length with 1 hide and 80” with 2 hides and so
on. All finished measurements will vary slightly
due to the difference in each individual hide.
There is a measuring chart on page 7 of the price
list for your convenience.



The Roman Shade

The roman Shade is a very popular window treatment that
combines function with beauty. This particular style can be
done as an inside mount or outside mount. As a true roman
shade, it comes mounted on a board with angle brackets for
easy installation. It rolls up and down with the pull of a cord.
The roman shade can be ordered with a liner or without. It can
also be used as a valance itself, or a mock roman, which will
not roll up and down. ( as a valance, you will need to add 8"
per permanent pleat, to your finished length) The true roman
shade can be ordered with a valance added to it as well. Please
refer to price list for measuring and pricing.

priced by the square foot

Valance with Twisted Fringe & Roller Shades
Twisted fringe, another wonderful way to
achieve that western style you’ve been looking
for. This twisted fringe can be applied to pillows,
roman shades, lamp shades, dust ruffles, ect. It
can also be a variety of lengths. Here, we have it
on a valance accenting and hiding the hardware
on the roller shade beneath. The roller shade
protects the valance from sun damage, making
it functional as well as beautiful. Our shades
are made with a textured fabric laminated to a
commercial roller for continuous durability. The
fabrics we use are available in swatches upon
request or customers own materials are welcome.
The shades work well to protect all of our window
treatments since leather fades when exposed to
direct sunlight.



The Cascade with Tabs

The cascade done in leather with tabs gives a new
look to a very popular style. It can be done with tabs
or rings. The concho's pictured left can be subsituted
for beaded rosettes, sterling concho's, or omitted
completely. Fringe is also a possiblilty.

Rod Mounted Valance
This type of valance can hang on the rod with rings or tabs. It
can have straight fringe, twisted fringe, or no fringe at all. These
are figured by the square foot and tabs and rings are separate.
You can order rods from us.



Prarie Swags

The Prairie swag also needs special measures and a chart is provided to help you with

this. The prairie swag can only be on a rod but you do have the choice of rings or tabs. It
has side panels that can be any length you'd like, and then you devide the window width to
decide how many scoops you have in between tabs or rings. The amount of tabs
and rings will always be an odd number.

3 is the smallest, 5 is next and so on.

These are measured by the square foot.

Pillows

above: Flap Pillows
right: Western Yokes
The Sky’s the Limit, when it comes to pillows, here
at ICI. We can create for you any size, trim, applique,
beadwork or concho’s; Also pictured above are three
different yoke styles to add the perfect finishing touches to
your pillows. If you will send us a picture of your brand,
we’ll do it. With most things we do, you create the design
and we will try to turn it out.

115 W. 2nd • Shamrock, Texas • 806.256.2707
www.indiancreekleather.com



The Texas Department of Agriculture’s GO TEXAN campaign helps shoppers quickly identify quality Texas items at a
glance. The comprehensive marketing effort promotes all agricultural products grown, sewn and produced in Texas.
The GO TEXAN logo leads the way. Look for GO TEXAN to know you’re getting the best of Texas. Learn more about the
program by calling 1.877.99GO-TEX or by visiting www.gotexan.org.

